The effects of coconut oil supplementation on the body composition and lipid profile of rats submitted to physical exercise
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ABSTRACT
This study aims to verify the effects of coconut oil supplementation (COS) in the body composition and lipid profile of rats submitted to physical exercise. The animals (n=6 per group) were randomly assigned to: G1=Sedentary and Non-supplemented (Control Group), G2=Sedentary and Supplemented, G3=Exercised and Non-supplemented and G4=Exercised and Supplemented. The COS protocol used was 3 mL/Kg of body mass by gavage for 28 days. The physical exercise was the vertical jumping training for 28 days. It was determined the body mass parameters, Lee Index, blood glucose and lipid profile. The COS did not interfere with body mass, but the lean body mass was lower in G3 compared to G2. The final Lee Index classified G1 and G2 as obese (>30g/cm). The lipid profile showed total cholesterol was decreased in G3, LDL-c concentration was decreased in G2, triglycerides, VLDL-c and HDL-c concentrations were increased in G2 and G4 in relation to G1 and G3. The COS decreased LDL-c/HDL-c ratio. In conclusion, the COS associated or not to physical exercise worsen others lipid parameters, like triglycerides and VLDL-c level, showing the care with the use of lipid supplements.
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INTRODUCTION
The coconut oil is a food supplement derived from the Cocos nucifera of Cocoideae subfamily and Arecaceae family. This fruit is a fibrous drupe that consists of a thin hard skin called exocarp, a thicker layer of fibrous mesocarp, the hard endocarp, the white endosperm called kernel, and a large cavity filled with liquid (Chan and Elevitch 2006). The oil is obtained of coconut kernel and it is a natural functional food rich in medium-chain triglycerides (MCTs), mainly the saturated fatty acids with approximately 50% of the lauric acid (Liau et al. 2011). The lauric acid has potential virucidal and bactericidal actions (Lieberman et al. 2006). It is absorbed directly into the portal circulation and transported to the liver for rapid oxidation. This mechanism could increase energy expenditure, decrease their deposition into adipose tissue and result in faster satiety (St-Onge and Jones 2002).
It may provide an ideal food source to reduction of the body fat, especially in the abdominal region (Assunção et al. 2009). The accumulated fat is associated with increased cardiovascular risk, insulin resistance and dyslipidemia (Lippi et al. 2006, Misra et al. 2010). The popular use of coconut oil supplementation (COS) can reduce the accumulated fat. To carry changes in body composition and assisting the obesity status, some life style changes are necessary, mainly about food choices and regular physical exercises programs (Lee et al. 2008, WHO 2008). Among the physical exercise programs, the vertical jumping training seems to be the most complete plyometric exercise, once during its execution it is used the major muscular groups, mainly the lower limbs muscles (Markovic 2007, Leontijevic et al. 2012, Lamas et al. 2012). Moreover, there are no specific data about lipid prolife determinations and vertical jumping training.

Although the physical exercise or COS using is increased for obesity treatment, there are no studies in literature about the association of both strategies. In this way, we hypothesized exercise changes body composition and lipids in the organism, and the COS can improve these alterations. Therefore, this study aims to verify the effects of COS in the body composition and lipid profile of rats submitted to physical exercise.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

ANIMALS

Twenty-four adult female Wistar rats (140 ± 3 g, 8 weeks old) were kept on a normal light/dark cycle (12 hours) in a climate-controlled environment (25°C) throughout the study. The choice to use female rats in this study was based on the hypothesis of Sandoval et al. (2012), that showed that females may have evolved increased sensitivity to fat availability in order to spare glucose for longer periods of food scarcity or stress, such as during exercise. The animals were maintained in collective cages and also were fed with laboratory chow (Purina®) and tap water ad libitum and cared for in accordance with the principles of the Guide for Care and Use of Experimental Animals. The local Committee of Ethics in Animal Experimentation approved all experimental procedures of this study (#117/2007).

The animals were randomly assigned to the following groups (n = 6 animals/group): G1 = Sedentary and Non-supplemented (Control Group), G2 = Sedentary and Supplemented Group, G3 = Physical Exercise and Non-supplemented Group and G4 = Physical Exercise and Supplemented Group.

SUPPLEMENTATION

The COS protocol used was 3 mL/Kg of body mass (bm) which resulted in an average dose of 0.5 mL per animal by gavage for 28 days since the administration was only in the morning period for G2 and G4 rats (Nevin and Rajamohan 2006). The G1 and G3 rats were treated with 1 mL of water at same period and administration method.

PHYSICAL EXERCISE TRAINING

For physical exercise, it was utilized the vertical jumping training which consisted by keeping the animals in the position of the weight lifting machine with electrical stimulation (Tamaki et al. 1992). The vertical jumping training was used for same 28 days of coconut oil supplementation, immediately after the supplementation protocol. The adaptation period of the rats in the weight lifting machine was for 7 days, suggesting the same physical exercise intensity that was about 15 repetitions with electrical stimulation of 1Hz per 1ms on active cycle of 2:4 and intensity of 4mA-8mA. The loads was progressive and consisted of without load in the first week (familiarization phase), 100% bm in the second week, 200% bm in the third week and 300% bm in the fourth week. This protocol training is considered of high intensity.
The G1 and G2 rats remained in rest without any intervention during all experimental period.

**Body Composition**

The anthropometric data (bm and naso-anal length) were measured weekly using an analytical balance and measuring tape to determine the Lee Index. This parameter was calculated as follows: body mass\(^{1/3}\)(g)/nasal-anal length (cm) x 10, for which a value equal to or lower than 30 g/cm was classified as normal, and value higher than 30 g/cm was classified as obese (Bernardis and Patterson 1968, Campos et al. 2008, Lobato et al. 2012).

At the end of the experimental period, the animals were kept in overnight fasting, and the morning after they were submitted to last vertical jumping training. To verify the acute effect of the exercise after 28 days of intervention, the rats were killed by decapitation immediately after the exercise session, followed by the collection of blood samples for biochemical analyses and subcutaneous adipose tissue dissection (Mann et al. 2014). The lean bm was determined by weighting the animal after subcutaneous adipose tissue dissection.

**Biochemical Analyses**

Serum concentrations of glucose, total cholesterol (CHO), triglycerides (TG), high-density lipoprotein (HDL-c), and low-density lipoprotein (LDL-c) were determined by using the enzymatic method (Young 2000), by Labtest\textsuperscript{®} (Minas Gerais state, Brazil) assay kits. Moreover, the serum very-low-density lipoprotein (VLDL-c) data was through the triglyceride concentrations (Friedewald et al. 1972). The values were expressed in milligrams (mg) per deciliter (dL) in all serum biomarkers.

**Statistical Analyses**

The Grubb’s test detected the outliers in the samples. To verify the data distribution, the D’Agostino-Pearson and Shapiro-Wilk normality test was used. For comparison between experimental groups was used the ordinary one-way ANOVA and Holm-Sidak’s multiple comparisons test. The statistical differences were considered to p value ≤ 0.05.

**Results**

The body composition of the rats is showed in Figures 1 to 3. The COS did not interfere with body mass from sedentary or physical exercise groups compared to their respective Non-supplemented groups (Figure 1). The lean body mass was statistically lower in physical exercised (G3) compared to sedentary with COS group (G2) (Figure 2). The initial and final Lee Index did not statistically differ in any groups related to control group (Figure 3), but in the end of the experimental period the animals of sedentary groups (G1 and G2) were classified as obese (> 30 g/cm).

Table 1 shows the biochemical parameters of all rats. There were no significant differences among the four experimental groups in blood glucose data. Total cholesterol was decreased in G3 group when compared to other groups. Triglycerides, VLDL-c and HDL-c concentrations were

![Image](Figure 1 - Initial and final body mass (g) of non-exercised and exercised rats supplemented or not with coconut oil. Data shown as mean ± standard error. G1 = Sedentary and Non-supplemented (Control Group), G2 = Sedentary and Supplemented Group, G3 = Physical Exercise and Non-supplemented Group, and G4 = Physical Exercise and Supplemented Group. Non-significance (ANOVA followed by Holm-Sidak test).)
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were increased in supplemented groups (G2 and G4) in relation to Non-supplemented groups (G1 and G3). The LDL-c concentration was decreased in sedentary supplemented group (G2) compared to control group (G1). The exercised groups (G3 and G4) present lower LDL-c concentration compared to sedentary groups (G1 and G2). The exercise and COS decreased LDL-c/HDL-c ratio compared to control group, and the G4 group presented decrease in this parameter compared to G2 group.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biochemical analyses of non-exercised and exercised rats supplemented or not with coconut oil.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose (mg/dL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cholesterol (mg/dL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triglycerides (mg/dL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL-c (mg/dL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL-c (mg/dL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLDL-c (mg/dL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL-c/HDL-c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data shown as mean ± standard error. G1 = Sedentary and Non-supplemented Group (Control Group), G2 = Sedentary and Supplemented Group, G3 = Physical Exercise and Non-supplemented Group, and G4 = Physical Exercise and Supplemented Group. ANOVA followed by Holm-Sidak test. \( ^p<0.05 \) = Significance difference compared to control group. \( ^p<0.05 \) = Significance difference compared to supplemented group.

**DISCUSSION**

Several studies showed the physical exercise practice associated to properly diet as a strategy to prevent the obesity status and its current metabolic diseases (Durstine et al. 2002, Ilić et al. 2012). It used weight training with high intensity, specifically the vertical jumping training, as a resistance physical exercise model to increase the energy demand (Franco et al. 2011). According to Tamaki et al. (1992), the weight training reduces fat body mass and/or increases muscular and bone mass. It also may increase strength, resistance and
muscular power, and improves the cardiorespiratory system. Associated with physical exercise, the supplementation is used as promoter changes in body composition. Rolland et al. (2002) showed soybean oil intake in sedentary rats increased the weight of lean tissues besides muscles. The G3 group had the lean mass decreased when compared to the data of the sedentary and supplementary group (G2). In the same way, others studies observed that rats with oil supplementation had higher subcutaneous fat and body mass (Bell et al. 2011, Yamazaki et al. 2011). Also, Ippagunta et al. (2011) demonstrated that animals fed with COS have a lower body mass gain when compared to animals fed with a rich diet on long-chain triglycerides like soy oil.

The Lee Index is a biomarker very used to identify the obesity state that is equivalent to body mass index (BMI) in humans (WHO 2008, Misra et al. 2010). The Lee Index was effective to confirm the anthropometric profiles and adiposity in the rats and can be used as an indicator of body fat excess (Bernardis and Patterson 1968). In the end of the experimental period, the sedentary groups (G1 and G2) had the adiposity increased. However, the COS was not what caused the increase of fat body mass, but rather the sedentarism. Studies confirmed that regular exercise practice alter the body composition and mobilize the fatty acids absorption, increasing the lean mass and reducing the fat body mass (Caponi et al. 2013, Nery et al. 2011).

Is it known the physical exercise decreases glucose levels (Lalanza et al. 2012, McNeilly et al. 2012). Although the glyceremia did not differ in both groups, the physical exercise and/or COS may influence someway to decrease this biomarker. This tendency to decrease of glucose levels points that the energetic sources used to generate energy system during physical exercise, associated or not with COS. On this system, the aerobic energy production on the muscular cells is ensured by the mitochondrial oxidation of the carbohydrates and lipids, with lower contribution of the amino acids (Brooks et al. 2000).

The effects of physical exercise on the lipid metabolism have been widely studied. Physical exercise practitioners have probably better lipidic profile, presenting as higher HDL-c and lower LDL-c and VLDL-c compared to sedentary ones (Campagne et al. 1993, Schoenfeld et al. 2014). This study showed that the physical exercise decreased triglycerides, total cholesterol, LDL-c and VLDL-c levels, and improve LDL-c/HDL-c ratio, but did not alter HDL-c level. These data partially corroborate with other studies, which showed that the exercise training enhances the use of fatty acids resulting in elevated lipoprotein lipase activity, that is associated with decreases in plasma total cholesterol and increases in HDL-c (Suzuki et al. 2011, Frisch and Sumida 2009, Mela and Kris-Etherton 1984). There are studies that show that one of the biggest benefits from regular physical exercise is improvement in the lipid profile, but this is only observed in the long period (Thomas and La Fontaine 1988). The HDL-c level in our study did not change because the period training possibly was not sufficient to increase the HDL-c concentration.

The population use several alternative methods to lose fat body mass, like COS using (Assunção et al. 2009). It has been reported in studies that COS presents many health benefits, like hypocholesterolemic, hypolipemic, antiplaque, antioxidant and antidiabetic properties. The major fatty acids content from COS is medium-chain lauric acid and it converts into monolaurin that are easily digested, absorbed and utilized by the body and contribute less fat deposition (Hegde 2006, Benson et al. 2008). In our study was observed the COS increased triglycerides and VLDL-c. However, the COS decreased LDL-c and increased HDL-c, and also improved the LDL-c/HDL-c ratio. Coconut oil has the medium-chain triglycerides that are directly absorbed to the blood flow right after supplementation. We suggest in this study, euthanasia procedure was done after COS and the
training session, which could explain the increased plasmatic triglyceride and VLDL-c release to produce energy in both supplemented groups. However, only the supplemented and exercised group (G4) had energetic requirement during the training protocol.

Physical exercise associated with diet have been recommended as first-line therapy for dyslipidemia, and good evidence supports the use of these interventions at reducing LDL-c, blood pressure and body mass (Murff 2002). In the association of COS and exercise, the data were the same of sedentary rats that received only COS. Therefore, the reduction of LDL-c and LDL-c/HDL-c ratio was more evident on the group that practiced physical exercises associated with COS. The reduction of the LDL-c and the increase of HDL-c associated with regular exercise can be explained into intracellular enzymes by beta-oxidation (Berg et al. 1994, Nevin and Rajamohan 2006). After exercise training occurs an increase on the lecithin-cholesterol acyltransferase enzyme, which reduces the catabolism of the HDL-c, and leads a possible increase its concentrations (Bleicher and Lacko 1992, Seip et al. 1993). According to Bomtempo (2008) and Barbalho et al. (2011), the COS leads an increase of HDL-c and decreases LDL-c, helping on the prevention of atherosclerosis and coronary diseases. Besides, it reduces the risk of cancer, regularizes the intestinal rhythm, improves glycemic control, weight loss by the lipid metabolism, prevents osteoporosis, increases the energy level by its antioxidant action and reduces the aging process. The lipoproteins data showed an increase of HDL-c and decrease of LDL-c in COS groups.

In conclusion, the physical exercise enhanced the body composition, avoiding the increase of adiposity. However, the COS improved LDL-c and HDL-c levels, and consequently LDL-c/HDL-c ratio, and the association with physical exercise exacerbated this findings. Also the COS, associated or not to physical exercise, worsened others lipid parameters, such as plasmatic triglycerides and VLDL-c level, showing the care with the use of lipid supplements.

RESUMO

Este estudo tem como objetivo verificar os efeitos da suplementação de óleo de coco (SOC) na composição corporal e no perfil lipídico de ratos submetidos ao exercício físico. Os animais (n=6 por grupo) foram divididos aleatoriamente em: G1=sedentários e não-suplementados (Grupo Controle), G2=sedentários e suplementados, G3=exercitados e não-suplementados e G4=exercitados e suplementados. O protocolo da SOC foi 3 mL/Kg de massa corporal por gavagem durante 28 dias. O exercício físico foi o treinamento de salto vertical durante 28 dias. Foram avaliados o perfil da massa corporal, Índice de Lee, glicemia e perfil lipídico. A SOC não modificou a massa corporal, mas a massa corporal magra foi menor no G3 em relação ao G2. O Índice de Lee final classificou G1 e G2 como obesos (>30g/cm). O perfil lipídico mostrou que o colesterol total estava menor no G3, a concentração de LDL-c estava menor no G2, as concentrações de triglicerídeos, VLDL-c e HDL-c estavam maiores nos G2 e G4 em relação aos G1 e G3. A suplementação promoveu diminuição da razão LDL-c/HDL-c. Conclui-se que a SOC associada ou não ao exercício físico piora alguns parâmetros lipídicos, como os níveis de triglicerídeos e VLDL-c, sugerindo cuidado com o uso de suplementos lipídicos.

Palavras-chave: Cocos nucifera, razão LDL-c/HDL-c, perfil lipídico, nutrição, ratos, treinamento de salto vertical
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